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The main stage of the CG lightning discharge starts after cloud-ground gap flashover by 

the downward leader [1,2]. The earthing of the leader channel carrying a high potential, is 

accompanied by strong change of the charge distributed along the channel. Ground 

measurements show that the downward leader channel is discharged with very strong current 

having an amplitude of 10 to 100 kA with 50-100 μs time. For about this time, short bright part, 

the wave front of the potential gradient clearly visible on photo scans, is running up the channel. 

In the front region, influenced by intense energy release, the channel is heated to temperatures of 

30 - 35 kK which is followed by gas-dynamic expansion and significant growth of channel 

conductivity. Thus, the evolution of the leader channel parameters in the course of potential 

gradient waves passing leading to sharp decrease of channel resistance, determines the whole 

process of the main lightning stage. 

The studying the main stage is still one of the most critical challenges the physics of 

lightning although theoretical and experimental aspects of this issue have been considered in the 

number of works. Previous research in self-consistent simulation of electrodynamic 

characteristics and gas dynamics of the developing hot channel expansion considering radiation 

processes refer to either simulation of hot gas channel gas-dynamic expansion with 

predetermined temporal profile of the heat source intensiveness, or simulation of dynamic 

characteristics describing the potential gradient waves propagation at a given simplified law of 

the channel conductivity alteration (see [3-5] and citations therein). Gas-dynamic models 

describe the behavior of a short segment of a cylindrical plasma column subjected to resistive 

heating by the given time-varying current. Among recent works addressing the development of 

self-consistent gas-dynamic models, one can note articles by Ripoll et al. [6-7]. In those articles, 

the channel gas dynamics and the radiative transfer equations are solved simultaneously with 

plasma equations system including 687 reactions. However, in this model as well the 

longitudinal evolution of electrodynamic channel characteristics is not taken into account which 

does not allow direct comparison of its results with experimental data. 

In this paper an attempt has been made to develop a new self-consistent model of the 

lightning channel development which should describe the dynamic peculiarities of the main 

lightning stage observed in natural and some laboratory experiments. 



The lightning discharge process was described in the framework of 2D axisymmetric 

unsteady model. The system of gas-dynamic equations is a modification of the model presented 

in [7-10]. Assessment of the radiation losses capacity was made with the model of the radiative 

transfer equation in diffusion approximation. 

The gas-dynamic part of the system is solved in a standard manner: the one-step Euler 

method with 1st order approximation of convective (AUSM-like models) and dissipative flows 

(central differences). The problem of the radiative transfer, the 2D elliptic problem, is solved by 

a set of methods including multigrid procedures and the strongly implicit procedures of LU-

decomposition. The equation of electric potential diffusion in general case is solved by similar 

set of methods as the radiation problem.  

Transport properties of high temperature air were assessed using literature data on 

collision cross sections. Thermodynamic properties were assessed with approximations also 

found in literature. The basis of plasma radiative properties evaluation are data on absorption 

coefficient also obtained from literature. 

To assess the quality of the developed model, several model problems available in 

literature were considered. Based on test of the developed discharge model, a conclusion was 

made that the main elements of the developed computational model (radiative gas dynamics, 

electrodynamics, equilibrium air thermodynamics, methods of relevant problems solution) are 

functional, and the computing model on the whole is quite adequate to the task of describing 

high-current airborne discharges characteristics and, in particular, those of current channel at 

main stage of the lightning discharge. 

The full 2D problem assumed the channel leader in which the air is in thermal 

equilibrium to be the initial state. The channel temperature is distributed according to parabolic 

law. For the purpose of model demonstration and modes comparison the ionic sheath radius was 

assumed equal to the radius of the leader channel. The maximum current in ideal circuit 

Imax=18кА. The potential is equal to the cloud potential of U0 everywhere, beyond interval near 

the ground x<Hg=60m. Inside this interval the potential changes parabolically from U0 to Ug=0. 

The electric field changes from zero at x=Hg to a certain value at x=0. As an example, below are 

the computation results of two variants that differ in cloud potential value of U0 = 4 MV and U0 

= 8 MV. The leader channel self-surge impedance Z0 = 6.8 Ω/cm in both cases, the resistance per 

unit length of R0 = 41 Ω/cm. 

 



         

 
Figure 1. The distribution of temperature, current, and resistance per unit length, U0 = 4 MV, d = 

0.5 cm, Z0 = 6.8 Ω/cm, R0 = 41 Ω/cm. Numbers in diagrams indicate time in microseconds. 

 

The Figures show the ground current evolution and that of the resistance per unit length. 

In both cases, the short time of current rise is followed by a decline mostly due to the fact that 

the resistance per unit length of the unexcited part of the leader is slowly increasing. Also shown 

are the temperature distribution against radius and length. It is seen that discharge fades with 

time. Right behind the front there is a clearly visible narrow zone where the temperature is 

significantly higher than in the rest of the channel. The gradient (phase) wave velocity is much 

higher than that of normally observed velocities (about 0.9 s). This can be explained by an 

assumption of thermal equilibrium. It seems like the more accurate description must take into 

account the inertia of electrons and rejection of traditional Ohm's law. Nevertheless, the 

presented model has demonstrated the most significant processes accompanying the main stage 

of the lightning discharge, at least for kiloampere currents. 



  

 
Figure 2. The distribution of temperature, current, and resistance per unit length, U0 = 8 MV, d = 

0.5 cm, Z0 = 6.8 Ω/cm, R0 = 41 Ω/cm. Numbers in diagrams indicate time in microseconds. 

 

Comparison of findings obtained using this model, with those known from literature, has 

shown that for a given law of current change there is a good qualitative and quantitative 

conformity on essential discharge characteristics: the channel size, thermodynamic and electrical 

parameters.  

Simulation of the main stage of lightning discharge for rather weak lightnings shows that 

at the time we may speak of the similarity of computed characteristics with those of real 

lightnings. In particular, the level of temperatures in lightning channel appears quite reasonable. 

At the same time, the potential gradient wave velocity is too high. The next stage model is to 

consider the spatial nature of distribution of charge created at leader stage and therefore achieve 

more realistic results, which can be compared to the experimental findings, including for long 

spark discharge.  
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